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Abstract
The study aims at investigating the problems and challenges of translating metaphors in political speech from English into Arabic. Five speeches of Presidents Barak Obama and Donald Trump were selected as a source of data in the study. A translational test was designed and administered in this study. It includes thirty excerpts of metaphors randomly selected from the aforementioned speeches. It was given to forty students enrolled in the M.A. program of translation at Yarmouk University in the academic year 2015/2016. Lakoff and Johnson’s (1980) Conceptual Metaphor Theory was employed as a theoretical framework of this study. The findings of the study showed that there are a large number of inadequate and grotesque translations provided by the participants due to their absence of attention and unfamiliarity with political expressions. Due to this invidious picture, the researchers recommended amending the translation syllabus at Yarmouk University to add specialized courses in translating political speeches and metaphor for MA translation students. It also recommended conducting richer and deeper empirical studies about translating metaphors especially in political texts.
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I. Introduction
Translation is an ancient activity and an important tool which was created to ease communication between peoples who are different in their languages and cultures. Mardirosz (2014: 160) says that "translation is not just the expression in the target language of what has been expressed in the source language (preserving semantic and stylistic equivalences), but a more creative activity that enriches the source text with new ideological and cultural features".

According to Newmark(1980), translation is an operation where in lexis and grammar of the source text are replaced by equivalent lexis and grammar of the target text, in order to ease understanding the meaning of the source language by the target readers. Translation promotes human experience. Because of the existence of translation, global works and books are known to people all over the world. So, the role of translation enables the diffusion of new ideas in different cultures and spreads knowledge everywhere. However, as long as translation is essential, it is not an easy process or action.

On the definition of translation, Newmark (1980: 86) states that translation "is a craft consisting in the attempt to replace a written message and/or statement in another language". This means that the translation may be complicated since the translator should render the equivalent meaning of the source word in the target one, as he should have enough experience in the target culture in order to be able to reach the intended meaning for the target reader. In other words, translation renders the meaning of the (ST) source text into the (TT) target text, and focuses on the simplicity of understanding the translated text, as well in one language as well in another.

1. Cultural Challenges in Translating Political Texts
Political translation is a vital bridge in international relations, and it is very sensitive and highly demanding translation activities, as it concerns international relations. Yang (2012) notices that political translation plays a main role in translating language, and cultural exchanges.

One of the problematic areas in translation is politics; to translate political texts from one language into another is a hard and sometimes a cumbersome task due to cultural diversities.
Thus, translators who endeavor to translate political texts should be familiar with both the source language and the target language, as well as with the subject itself, to perform the translation process successfully. Without these requirements, the texts handled would be rendered inappropriately.

Translations must adequately render the meaning of words and expressions from the source language, without losing any of their cultural connotations. Newmark (1988) discusses the problems in translating political texts in the light of differences of cultural terms between the source language and the target language, which can be solved by replacing a cultural word in the source text by equivalent one in the target text. He also introduces (1988: 136) a term he called "Cultural Word" where the readership cannot easily understand, and the strategies of translation for this kind of concepts depend on the particular text-type, requirements of the readership, and the importance of the cultural word in the text.

Nida (1964:160) observes a point

"Where the linguistic and cultural distances between source and receptor codes are least, one should expect to encounter the least number of serious problems, but as a matter of fact if languages are too closely related one is likely to be badly deceived by the superficial similarities...".

Nida (1964) also points out that the differences between a SL and a TL and the diversity of their cultures bring the difficulty and the challenge in the translation process. Further, the existence of cultural differences between two languages causes a problem to transfer the meaning, which exposes translation to failure.

II. Political Discourse Analysis

Political discourse is "a complex form of social activity" (Chilton and Schaffner, 1997: 207). Political discourse has become one of the most important elements in peoples' thoughts and behaviors, especially in the current events and conflicts, which demand studying the political discourse in order to offer a better understanding for the current political situation in the World. Al-Harahsheh (2013) states that political discourse is a written or spoken language used in order to influence people's opinions and attitudes. This means that successful politicians aim at controlling people's thoughts and attitudes, and attracting receivers' emotions.

Political discourse relies on translation, which means that any wrong or inappropriate choice of a word in a context may lead to mistranslation. Fairclough's (1989) states that political discourse socially formed and aimed. According to Wilson (2003), one of the main goals of political discourse analysis is to seek out the ways in which language choice is manipulated for specific political effect.

Schaffner (1996) argues that political discourse can be based on two criteria: functional and thematic. She (ibid) points out that political discourse is a result of politics, and it is historically and culturally determined. It fulfills various functions due to variety of political activities. Further, it is thematic because its topics are primarily related to politics such as political activities, political ideas and political relations.

I. Political Metaphor and its Persuasive Power

Penninck (2014) suggests that metaphor is a highly used as rhetorical instrument in crisis speech. Lakoff (1993: 1) states that "in classical theories of language, metaphor was seen as a matter of language not thought." That is metaphorical expressions relate exclusively to everyday language.

This study investigates the translatability of metaphors in the political field. Politics is the art of persuasion. It aims at manipulating the public opinion in order to govern a country, especially through a democratic election system. So, politicians, mostly, use metaphors as a mean of persuasion in their speeches before their populations as metaphors play important influence on people's thoughts and emotions, which may change their opinions in favor of a speaker. Aristotle considered metaphors as a decoration for texts (without affecting their meaning). Charteris-Black (2005:2) writes that the "choice of language in general and metaphor in particular is essential to their [politicians’] overall persuasiveness". This means that metaphors are necessary for successful leadership.

According to Beard (2000: 30) the purpose of political speeches is to manipulate listeners' opinions and emotions, and that the speaker only desires to gain or keep their power. The goal for politicians is primarily the persuasion and not to present facts. The speaker needs to use the audience language to attract the emotions and to affect them.

Newmark (1988: 113) shows different ways of translating metaphorical figures: "to search the same metaphor, to substitute it for other metaphor, to change it for comparison, to add an explanation, or to paraphrase it."
To translate metaphors obviously, the translator should be familiar with the source and target languages. Dagut (1976:24) points out, the fact that “since a metaphor in SL is, by definition, a semantic novelty, it can clearly have no existing “equivalence” in TL”.

Brevik (2008) states that: "the uniqueness of metaphors appears to be the one thing translation theorists can agree upon, and it seems a bit conceited to maintain that translating a phenomenon held to be so exceptional represents no challenge at all, and can be done by a simple word-for-word rendition. Nevertheless, the view that metaphors are untranslatable also seems a bit too extremist".

Translating metaphors in political speeches especially from English into Arabic can be a problematic matter for Arab translators due to the cultural differences between the two languages, here, Arabic and English, and to the variation between what metaphors appear to be and their vivid intended messages.

This study examines the translation of all types of metaphors in political speeches. The study aims to test the level of MA students in understanding the metaphors that are used in the five political speeches that received by Barak Obama and Donald Trump, and giving the functional meaning of these metaphors through the selected speeches, in order to widen the translation students’ experience in translating political metaphors correctly.

Metaphors in political speech have not been tackled in the literature of translation. This study seems one of the conducted studies on metaphors of political leaders.

This study will answer the following questions:

1. What is the purpose are the metaphors used for, and to what extent they influence the audience?
2. What are the strategies of translation used by the chosen sample?
3. How about the challenges that the chosen sample of MA students encounter during the translation of political metaphors?

Literature Review

This chapter reviews the relevant literature on the topic at hand. This involves examining related concepts, perspectives and findings from past researches that focus on the political speech and the translation of metaphor, translation of metaphor in political speech. In addition, the chapter discusses and sheds light on the relationship between metaphor and culture. Finally, the rationale for choosing the Conceptual Metaphor Theory will be presented.

Conceptual Metaphor Theory

Penninck (2014) states that Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT) is the most acceptable theory that relates metaphor to cognition. Deignan (2005:4) explains that this theory opposes the decorative method stating that metaphor “plays a central role in thought, and is indispensable to both thought and language”. According to Kövecses (2005), conceptual metaphor consists of a set of agreements, or mappings, between a "target" and "source" domains. The meaning of particular metaphorical linguistic expressions is based on such correspondences or mappings.

This approach was first elaborated by Lakoff and Johnson, (1980) featured its main perceptions. According to them, everyday language is full of conventional metaphors. This is a great importance and shapes the cognition. Deignan (2005) believes that writers and researchers have concepts in their minds that they express through semantically related metaphors. These concepts are impacted by metaphors, because these help to grasp the meaning of a lot abstract notions such as emotions, ideas, plans, sociology, time, etc. that are only vaguely defined by what have experienced (Penninck, 2014). “In conceptual metaphors the more abstract, cognitively unavailable target domain is explained by means of a concrete and cognitively available one, viz. source domain via the process of mapping”. (Lesz 2011: 13).

According to Penninck, (ibid) when the source domain is journey or building, we can draw metaphorical expressions through them in order to understand the target domain like mind. Thus, for Lakoff and Johnson (1980) people always try to understand these abstract concepts of which do not fully make sense by comparing them to concepts that are clearer in our experience or thought.

Lakoff and Johnson (1980) also state that metaphors originate from our earliest experiences in life. Which means that from our first day in the life, we use these universal experiences to think, which makes them shape part of our global perception. So, Goatly (2007) sees this thinking is universal, which makes all people understand and form part of the same “metaphorical language”. Goatly, (ibid) also illustrates this idea by the metaphor “freedom is space to move”.
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From our birth forth ward, we experience how much space we or other objects take in. Through this natural acquisition, this metaphor makes us understand the meaning of such abstract words as freedom.

**Data and Method of Analysis**

There are method and procedures that the present thesis followed. One of them is the Conceptual Metaphor Theory. The data of the study were collected from five speeches: Two for President Barak Obama, and three for Donald Trump. They were related to election campaigns, terrorism and ISIS (Daish), in 2015.

Some metaphors from the five speeches were selected, and then analyzed for the purpose of pinpointing the political metaphors used and translated from English into Arabic. Then a random sample of MA students at Yarmouk University were asked to translate these metaphors from English into Arabic to test the translatable metaphors in political speeches, and the informants' ability in giving the adequate meaning of them. The results were analyzed and tabulated and classified into adequate or inadequate translation, or no translation.

The instrument followed in this study is a translational test that includes 30 metaphors from the speeches of president Obama and Donald Trump. The random sample of MA students at Yarmouk University were asked to translate them within the time of 1:30 by understanding the intention of using them (functional meaning).

A random sample of MA students were chosen. The whole number of students is 40 males and females.

**Theoretical Framework**

As a theoretical framework is essential for any study, he most accepted theory in this study is Lakoff and Johnson's (1980) Conceptual metaphor theory. Lakoff and Jonson assess that metaphorical language is used in people's everyday life and not like people think that metaphors are not essential in their life. Metaphors exist naturally in our thoughts, actions, and language, and used day-to-day in our life. Lakoff and Johnson (2003) argue that the human thought system is metaphorical; this means that the human conceptual system is metaphorically structured and defined.

According to them, our everyday language is full of conventional metaphors which shape our cognition. Lakoff and Johnson states that considering our conceptual system is full of metaphors, means that our everyday experiences, thoughts or actions are largely affected by metaphor.

For example, the conceptual metaphor the economic is building:

We’re working with Iraq and the United Nations to help communities **rebuild the security**.

We are getting out of the **nation-building business**

We were pioneers of a modern-day **banking system built** on trust

Using the concept "Build" on economy which is structured by this conceptual metaphor is attracting to positive emotions. It represents the economy as the process of building a strong construction, where in every component is crucial to the stability of the whole. Lakoff & Johnson (1980) state that metaphors originate from our earliest life. This means that from the day that we exist, we use the universal experiences to think, which makes them form part of our global perception.

So, the conceptual metaphor theory is the most suitable for metaphors we use in our everyday language. It concentrates our conceptual system which affecting thoughts.

**Findings and Discussion**

The findings of this study, as shown in the following table, indicate that (45%) of the participants gave adequate translations, (30%) of them provided inadequate translations, and (25%) gave no translations.

**Adequate Translation**

The main challenge in translation is achieving "adequacy" between the SL text and the TL text. This means "Satisfactoriness the TL word, phrase, or sentence of the SL word, phrase, or sentence structurally and lexically". So, Al-Harahsheh and Obeidat (2015:10) define an adequate translation as: "the translation whereby the TL sentences are verbally and naturally restructured in Arabic to a great extent."

This section discusses the translations of the participants. After analyzing their translations, the researcher observes that reading the excerpts carefully and understanding it were the first reasons of producing adequate translations. The translators recognized that they should translate literally and when to translate functionally.
Also, they used appropriate vocabularies, beside their cultural background that qualified them to translate adequately. The questionnaire of the study includes some metaphors which require the translator's familiarity and cultural experience with them.

Following are some examples on the adequate translations provided by the participants:

1) I hope everyone had a wonderful holiday weekend -- especially our men and women in uniform.

The adequate translations of the bold word "uniform" are:

1) أمتنى أن يكون قد حظى كل منكم بعطلة نهاية أسبوع مميزة، وخاصة رجالنا ونسنا العاملون.

2) أمتنى أن يكون الجميع قد حظي بعطلة نهاية أسبوع رائعة، وخاصة العاملين من الرجال والنساء.

3) أمتنى أن تكون قد قضيتم عطلة نهاية أسبوع مميزة وخاصة رجالنا الموظفين ونسنا الموظفات.

Eighty percent of the participants translated this excerpt adequately. The aforementioned three translations were provided functionally. As all of them lead to the same adequate meaning, the only difference between them is lexical. The translators in this excerpt did not translate literally because the literal translation of uniform means الزي الرسمي which is totally different from the intended meaning العامليه.

2) In many places in Syria and Iraq, including urban areas, it is dug among innocent civilian populations.

It will take time to root them out.

The adequate translations of the last sentence were:

1) وسنتغرق استصالهم وقتا طويلا

2) سنحتاج وقتا طويلا لاجتنابهم.

Sixty percent of the participants provided an adequate translation of this excerpt. The above mentioned literal translations were sufficient to render the adequate meaning. Both translations are the most appropriate interpretations of to root them out. The author used this expression in order to give an image that ISIL has roots between people and its existence had a long time, which needs to deracinate them radically. This gives the hearers a seriousness of this case.

3) And over the past year, we’ve seen that when we have an effective partner on the ground,

ISIL can be pushed back.

The proposed adequate translations of the bold phrase "ISIL can be pushed back" were:

1) يمكننا أن نُهِزمُونَ، نَسْتَسلمُونَ، نَهِزمُونَ، نَتَراجعُونَ، نَتَراجعُونَ، يُهِزمُونَ

2) يمكننا أن نُهِزمُينَ، نَتَراجعُينَ

3) من الممكن إجراء داعش على التراجع والاستسلام

Forty seven and half percent of the participants translated this quote adequately. The metaphor used here is a physical, since the "pushing" is physical process. Both literal and functional translations are appropriate methods translators provided in order to give the intended meaning of the metaphor "pushed back" which has more than one meaning as "يتراجعون، يستسلمون، يهزمون" as it can be noticed in "Arabic".

Inadequate Translation

The study found that misunderstanding some terms and expressions of the text leads translators to the mistranslation of the text. Also, some translators show muscles by performing translations unrelated to adequate meaning. Nord (2009: 3) states that: "a translation error is defined as a failure to carry out the instructions implied in the translation brief and as an inadequate solution to a translation problem". Nord (ibid) considers that cultural translation errors occur due to an inadequate decision regarding to reproduction or adaptation of cultural specific agreements.
Some translators in this study did not recognize that the questionnaire includes metaphorical expressions which make them provide translations without considering if the expression or phrase is metaphor or just a plain speech.

Lexical choices are another problem leads to inadequate translation. Some translators face a problem while encountering more than one synonym for a word that makes them stray. The lack of their experience of using dictionaries appeared clearly in this study. For example, the phrase "The Beauty of America" in the nineteenth excerpt, according to context, does not accept any other translation than "روعة أمريكا" or "سحر أمريكا". Some translators, with their poor experience of using dictionary, lead them to produce totally different meanings like "الجمال الأمريكي".

1. The aforementioned notes should seriously considered by the translators. 

   I hope everyone had a wonderful holiday weekend -- especially our men and women in uniform.

   The inadequate translations of the bold phrase were:

   1) وخاصة الرجال والنساء في الزي الرسمي
   2) الرجال والنساء على حدة
   3) الرجال والنساء بشكل موحد
   4) الرجال والنساء المحكومين

   The study found that 17.5% of participants provided inadequate translations. The misunderstanding the sentence led some translators to give wrong translation of "uniform" by translating it literally in the first, second, and third answers. The forth answer points to the poor translator's experience of using dictionary.

2. In many places in Syria and Iraq, including urban areas, it’s dug in among innocent civilian populations.

   It will take time to root them out.

   The inadequate translations of the last sentence were:

   1) ستحتاج وقتاً كافياً لتفكيك/تهجيرهم
   2) ستكون المسألة طويلة للكشف عنهم
   3) سنستغرق وقتاً لتفكيك عليهم
   4) ستاخذ وقتاً لاستعادة بناءهم
   5) ستحتاج وقتاً لبناه/تأهيلهم كسباق عهدهم

   Only 30% of translations were inadequate. The first three answers showed the law level of translators' experience in the language that led them to translate "root out" as intended meaning. The fourth and fifth translations, with sorrow, revealed the lack in the experience of some translators in translating process. All given translations are inadequate and unrelated to the above mentioned excerpt.

3. And over the past year, we’ve seen that when we have an effective partner on the ground, ISIL can be pushed back.

   The bold phrase was translated inadequately as:

   1) يستطيع داعش توقفهم
   2) يقوم داعش بصدمة/بطرهم
   3) سيتم دعم داعش ثانية
   4) إن داعش يمكنها العودة مجدداً
Forty two and half percent was inadequate translations. In the first two answers the unconsciousness of some translators led them to commit a disastrous mistake with changing the passive voice into active voice which makes ISIS the subject who will defeat the effective partner. The third and fourth answers mention the poor experience of translators in using phrasal verbs. Literal translation with conscious reading was enough to provide an adequate translation.

**Conclusions**

The thesis analyzed five famous modern political speeches delivered by Presidents Obama and Trump in order to shed light on the challenges that MA students of translation at Yarmouk University face while translating some selected metaphors. The study found a discomposing phenomenon that a large number of translators gave inadequate translations due to their absence of seriousness in handling the given texts, beside the challenges that translators encountered while dealing with political texts; they include metaphors and new expressions, beside the problem of choosing the right lexical items and shaping new concepts or sentences. The lack of their experience in language, culture, and using dictionaries play the main role in providing inadequate and invidious translations. These challenges lead the translators to use the wrong strategy in their translations, like using literal translation when the text needs the functional one and vice versa, which caused inadequate translations. On the other hand, there is a good number of the participants who were capable in gave the intended meanings in the study, which reflects their good experience.

According to the conclusion, it is concluded that the above mentioned challenges were due to the lack of comprehending texts, cultural background, experience of using language and using dictionaries, loyalty to SL and TL, and the lack of practice, which in total certainly lead to inadequate translations.

**Recommendations**

According to the results, the researchers suggest the following recommendations:

**First**, the study recommends that it is necessary to offer some specialized courses in translating political speech for MA translation students, that include new political expressions, neologisms, and metaphors coined in the world of politics. Besides collecting the new expressions as reference in the library of translation department,

**Second**, reading texts consciously, understanding contexts, and translators' sense are important factors leading the translators to choose the suitable render adequate translation. Translation is a profession can be improved by practice. As the translator read and translate more, as s/he acquires more experience and competency.

**Third**, the study also recommends conducting richer and deeper empirical studies about translating metaphors especially in political texts due to the importance of this domain in people's life.

**Finally**, the researcher suggests making competitions between students of translating new metaphors and expressions in new political speeches, and using the winning translation as a reference in order to enhance the ability of translation students.
Appendix One

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quoted No</th>
<th>Adequate</th>
<th>Inadequate</th>
<th>No-Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excerpt</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>47.5%</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>52.5%</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>57.5%</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>47.5%</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>32.5%</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>42.5%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17.5%</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>77.5%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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